NOBEL
ten were used in one week in experiments. " The really extra-
ordinary thing/' says Adclskold, " and what I find more and more
incomprehensible each day of my life, is that during those six days
we did not blow ourselves up into atoms fifty times a day. The old
proverb has certainly proved true, 'the Lord is the fool's guardian/
" That is how we used ten of the twelve bottles, which Nobel
brought with him to Kftping, and when we parted, after a highly
interesting and delightful time together, he loft the two remaining
bottles with me, to carry out experiments on my own account.
In order that my engineers in Schonen might enjoy the fxm of being
present, I put the bottles into a box and took thorn with me when
I went to Kristianstad (in south Sweden).
" The railway between Jonkoening and Alvasta had not yet
been opened, so that I had to travel that section by post, A
pleasant and amusing lady of Schonen, whose name I cannot
remember, was travelling in the same couch, the case with the two
bottles of explosives having been put up on the box.
" So we travelled through the night, joking and laughing, with
death over our heads* When we arrived at Alvesta it appeared
that one of the bottles had been broken by the jolting, and its
contents had trickled over the side of the carriage and the wheels.
The other bottle strangely enough survived the coachman hurling
the box from the top of the coach on to the hard ground, and I
took it with me by train to Kristianstad, A few days later several
of the engineers on my railway came together; the experiment
was to be carried out, but nobody could find the bottle, which had
been put in the kitchen. My own woodcutter Holmquist, who
also was my factotum, believing that the bottle had contained
grease, had used the nitro-glycerine for oiling his boots and breeches
and my reins. He had put the what was left in a corner of the
woodshed. When I had discovered the remains of the last bottle
of the dozen, I got a man to bore a hole in a large rock of several
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